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Chunming Li is a typical young man in China. He wants to have a normal, boring life, to marry and to have a family. But life
has turned on its head when he is introduced to the “ghost mall” and becomes the newest employee of the Jianzhou Ghost Team.
The ghost team is what is known as a “public security unit,” whose mission is to maintain the public security of the Jinan District
of Guangzhou, a major commercial and entertainment center in China. The base of the team is located at a massive complex
that serves as the equivalent of a department store. People travel from all over the country to visit the mall, where they can play,
shop, or eat a meal. But what the team needs to protect is not the mall itself but the people, that’s why they have to keep the
public security of the district under the radar. Apart from ghost stories, life in the ghost mall is filled with supernatural
occurrences, ranging from terrifying visions to sounds like children crying. Inspecting the ghost mall is a job that is mandatory
for all of the new recruits and will keep them there for a year. These employees don’t have specific roles in the mall; instead,
their main responsibility is to serve as a “gatekeeper” of the site, and that means that they have to keep an eye on everything that
goes on there and make sure no one goes inside the mall without permission. It was at the end of the first night that I was
assigned to night shift. I needed to be there from 6pm to 4am. However, when I showed up at the ghost mall that evening, I was
greeted with a shock. I had always imagined that the ghosts would come out during the night, but the fact that they appeared just
as the sun was setting was definitely a first. Even though I was scared at first, I was also exhilarated, as it was my first time
seeing them and I wanted to know what they were like. Then, as I started patrolling the area in the early morning, the sun rose
and my first impression of the ghost mall was completely different. I was pretty calm on the first day. However, on the second
day, a ghost appeared in my dream. That morning, when I arrived at the mall, I was assigned to patrol outside in the street that
was next to the mall. But it was raining outside 82157476af
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